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Night sun tarot card meanings



Name: Night Sun Tarot Creators: Fabio Listrani Publisher: Lo Scarabeo 2014 Package Type: Tarot Deck Cards: 78 Major Arcana: 22 Minor Arcana: 56 Deck Tradition: Mixed Suits: Chalices, Pentacles, Wand, Swords Court Cards: Page, Queen, King, Knight Card Size: 2.60 x 4.72 in. = 6.60cm x 12.00cm
Card Language: None Card Back: Non-reversible Back Design: Geometric patterns in gold on the black and central triangle. Accompanying material: 64-page brochure in English, French, Spanish, Italian and German. The Night Sun Tarot is a powerful new album by Lo Scarabeo. Combining thelemic
teachings of Aleister Crowley with Rider Waite Smith's slides, and Golden Dawn, as well as Eastern mysticism has resulted in an extraordinarily powerful and dynamic tarot deck. The Night Sun Tarot is not unusual, based on a cute concept or showcasing an artistic body, it is an uncompromromous board
that is supposed to work at the highest level. This is the perfect amalgam learning magickal. The artwork of Night Sun Tarot is modern, energetic, reminiscent of graphic new illustration techniques (think Sandman), with great attention to detail, and colors that are vivid and bright. As you'd expect from such
persuasive influences, some of the pictures on this deck are quite confrontational Baphomet does and not an unexpected appearance as the Devil, and death is portrayed as a (very) naked pregnant woman, among other things. Partial or otherwise rare, so if you're inclined to modesty, this deck may not
be for you. Artist Fabio Listrani has taken a two-pronged approach to images one approach is through symbols of eastern and western origin. The second is holistic, where the continuity and development of symbols speaks to arcarnum / arcarnae as a whole with each card part of the continuum, in
dialogue (with other cards). The characters that appear in Major Arcana reappear in Little Arcana's Christ-like character with a thorn crown, sadhu-type with a mala, modern-stemmed woman, and a wheel facing a child with piercing eyes (reminiscent of Crowley) who all make several appearances
throughout the deck. Suits also each have their own cast of characters. The symbols in these cards are so abundant that it is virtually impossible to detail all of them in a short overview. if ever there was a tarot deck it deserved, really in desperate need of tarot's night sun guide it. Every aspect of these
cards is intensely symbolic and referring to magickal knowledge, none of which is explained in detail in the Small White Paper (LWB). Major Arcana follows Rider-Waite-Smith ordering a no Crowley Thoth format. Minor Arcana suits are chopsticks, pentacles, swords, and cups; the order of the court cards
follows Crowley's Page, Queen, King and Knight format. Each Minor Arcana card has a planetary ruler left corner and zodiac markings in the upper right corner. The numbers are indicated at the top of the center of the Roman numerals. Major Arcana have an element, planet or zodiac sign in the upper left
corner and a cabalistic designation in the upper right corner. Their names are put in a small tight font at the bottom of the card. Court cards have their name at the bottom of the card and the element symbol at the top corners. In addition, suits are easily distinguished by color, chopsticks are predominantly
yellow, Pentacles greens and browns, swords shades of red, and cups of water blue. Night Sun Tarot measures 65 x 120 mm, which is slightly narrower than many tarot plates and very easy to handle. it is made of high-quality card stocks that are flexible and extremely well completed. The front is smooth
and very shiny, the back low gloss and slightly textured, which makes this plate very easy to mix. The cards have a narrow white border around each image and a tan Secession-style frame around each image. The design on the back, the circle inside the triangle with the Night Sun Tarot ambigram under
it, is not reversible. Page 63 The Small White Paper comes with instructions in five languages English, Italian, Spanish, French, German. The meanings given for Major Arcana are close to the standard interpretations for rider Waite Smith's board, and question or meditation is included for each card. On
the other hand, Minor Arcana was assigned relatively simple versions of Crowley's oracles of meaning. One layout, Trident shiva, is included in the standard five card propagation; past, present, future, advantage, disadvantage. However, this deck could be used for virtually any arrangement or spread.
The packaging is a shiny black cardboard box; has a beautiful presentation with pictures of cards and ambigrams aplenty. However, the cardboard is quite flimsy and does not stand up to heavy treatment. This is a rich and complex deck that is not suitable for beginners; but seasoned readers of Rider-
Waite-Smith and Thoth Decks will find the Night Sun Tarot easily mastered and rewarding to use. Not for the faint of heart Night Sun Tarot has layers of esoteric and magkical knowledge worked through every card that makes it an ideal package for advanced readers. Absolutely magical! Similar decks to
Night Sun Tarot Theme: Dark &amp; Gothic Creator: Santa Muerte Tarot by Fabio Listrani &lt; Previous Deck · Back to top · Next Deck &gt; Home &gt; Decks &gt; Night Sun Tarot Night Tarot Tarot transports us to a mystical area of deepest shadow and shining enlightenment. This Tarot distils a powerful
multicultural drink that combines different metaphysical systems. Each card is rich in elementary, astrological, planetary, cabalistic and other occult symbols; the paintings draw on Crowley's work, as do rws. With the night sun Fabio Listrani has created a unique and powerful synthesis, with edgy,
intensely magical scenes that evoke art from graphic novels. Not for lazy or weak hearts, this deck is ideal for daring intermediate to advanced tarotists and for serious occultists. Screenshots Just a taste of the beautiful and unique artworks of this board. Purchase for Apple devices Purchase for Android
devices * Intuitive, elegant interface is easy for beginners and professionals * Gorgeous full screen, high resolution card images * Full support for all devices on iOS (8.0 or later) and Android (4.0.3 or later) * Sophisticated magazine * Includes introduction and concise card meanings * 19 spreads built in *
Design your own layout with free form * Allow inverted cards or not * Option to use only Major Arcana * Zoom to zoom card details * Read through email , and on iOS via Facebook or Twitter * Animated shuffle &amp; cut * Optional voice prompts * Customize with custom card meanings &amp; reading
fabric * Many adjustable settings * Card meanings are available in English, Spanish, French, Italian and German night Sun Tarot Study Group Index Thread This is an index of threads in the Study Group Night Sun Tarot by Fabio Listrani. MAJOR ARCANA Crazy Magician I High Priestess II Empress III
Emperor iv The Hierophant In Lovers VI Chariot VII Justice VIII Hermit IX Round Fortune X MOL ARCANA Cups Suit Cups Please send tarot study group moderator private message when a new thread is launched so the link can be added to this index thread. Thanks. Sulis - moderator, Tarot study group
Hello my beautiful soul! The Pentacles season is on us in the Tri-State area. We found that our days are getting longer and the nights are getting longer. We look at the trees to paint the sky with vivid yellow, burgundy and brown. It is time to harvest all our efforts in preparation for the peace and
contemplation that winter time represents. October in particular is a special month, because it is samhain time, where we find the veil the thinnest. In honor of this time I wanted to publish an article I had the honor of dealing with the very talented Fabio Listrani creator of the deeply mystical Night Sun
Tarot. Fabio created a deck that is deeply unique and full of very old symbolism, making us a tool that builds a bridge to us to usame the airy age of Aquanara. -HERU JEROME Fabio Listrani has created a cast of characters that are equally balanced within Shadow and Light. He brilliantly used ancient
symbols from Alchmymy, I-Ching &amp; The Nataraja to create an instrument that is magical. I found an immediate and honest connection to this deck. He'll be a mainstay in someone's collection. Worthy Tarot: Tell me about yourself, where are you from &amp; where are you currently from? How did
these places affect what you do creatively? FL: I Artist and graphic designer with several years of professional experience does various kinds of illustration work, including comic book covers, works of art for bands, conceptual art and well Tarot. I come from Rome, Italy (I currently live here) and this has
largely influenced my creativity. Rome is full of history, which is rich in art, cultural and historical heritage. My work and creative approach in general, although developed with modern media and theme, often reflects the classical influences of religious aesthetics, which I draw mainly from our Baroque
sculpture. It is no coincidence that my work is a combination of 3D, sculpture and digital painting. Moreover, in Italy, we have an important responsibility to the origin of Tarot. That's why I was attracted to Tarot, because since I was a child, I wanted to contribute to his legacy.  Fabio Listrani, creator of the
Night Solar Tarot What drew you to Tarot, what aspects of your energy have found their way to your deck? How to make your deck unique? FL: I don't know if my package can be considered unique, but my approach to its creation and conception was completely free of any direct and specific impact on
any other deck. Simply put, I was just trying to create a real modern deck that contains links or elements less obvious that work well from my point of view in explaining and revealing the full meaning of the cards.  That's why I chose images like I-Ching for my Wheel of Fortune or Nataraja for The World
Card.This is a more holistic and global approach that I couldn't find in other Tarot decks. I have also tried to give different and more positive visions for some of the cards that are traditionally considered bad reputations. I was able to do this in relation to their meanings. For example, my version of death
card is a pregnant woman. I also introduced progressive and evolutionary aspects, such as the symbol of eggs, flowers or the repetitive presence of certain characters. Check out how the two faunés on Devil Card evolve on the Sun breaking their chains or hermit manages union or disjunction in the
Lovers tab. These are all aspects of my energy and my personal vision of Tarot, art and life in general. General.
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